Modulation of breathing using imperceptible unloading.
We investigated the role of V(T) and V(T)/T(I) modulation of breathing in awake human subjects. We applied a PRBS of volume (incrementing ramp) or flow (decrementing wave) assist at levels below the perceptual threshold in order to stimulate respiratory feedback. We modeled the PRBS data with linear difference equations to obtain impulse-response profiles of V(T), V(T)/T(I), T(I) and factorial(P(MUS)). We limited cortical responses to our stimuli by applying sub-threshold levels of assist, and we limited humoral effects (O2 and CO2) by augmenting mechanical respiratory output intermittently and by small amounts. We found that flow or volume assist elicited similar significant increases in V(T) and V(T)/T(I). During flow assist there was a significant decrease in factorial(P(MUS)) and T(I) was reduced, albeit not significantly; however, volume assist did not modify T(I) or factorial(P(MUS)). The earlier onset of flow assist, relative to volume assist, may explain the difference between the responses. We conclude that vagally mediated inspiratory flow receptors in the chest wall or lungs may modulate breathing on a breath by breath basis when small, imperceptible increases in airflow occur early during inspiration. Furthermore, lung volume feedback during imperceptible unloading (occurring at the end of inspiration) was less effective. Finally, pseudorandom unloading with imperceptible stimuli provides a useful tool to study reflex regulation of ventilation in awake subjects without confounding cortical influences.